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At a conference on 'Strategies to Set Global Analytical Quality Specifications in
Laboratory Medicine' in Stockholm 1999, a hierarchy of models to set analytical
quality specifications was decided. The consensus agreement from the conference
defined the highest level as 'evaluation of the effect of analytical performance on
clinical outcomes inspecific clinical settings' and the second level as 'data based on
components of biological variation'. Here, the many proposals for analytical quality
specifications based on biological variation are examined and the outcomes of the
different models for maximum allowable combined analytical imprecision and bias
are illustrated graphically. The follOWing models were investigated. (1) The Cotlove
et al. (19ill) model defining analytical imprecision (%CVA) in relation to the within
subject biological variation (%CVw.s) as: %CVA:::; 0·5 x %CVw.s (where %CV is
percentage coefficient of variation). (2) The Gowans et al. (1988) concept, which
defines a functional relationship between analytical imprecision and bias for the
maximum allowable combination of errors for the purpose of sharing common
reference intervals. (3) The European Group for the Evaluation of Reagents and
Analytical Systems inLaboratory Medicine (EGE Lab) Working Group concept, which
combines the Cotlove model with the Gowans concept using the maximal acceptable
bias. (4) The External Quality Assessment (EQA) Organizers Working Group
concept, which is close to the EGE Lab Working Group concept, but follows the
Gowans etal. concept of imprecision upto the limit defined bythe model of Cotlove
et al. (5) The 'three-level' concept classifying analytical quality into three levels:
optimum, desirable and minimum. The figures created clearly demonstrated that the
results obtained were determined bythe basic assumptions made. When %CVw.sis
small compared with the population-based coefficient of variation [%CVp =(%CV~.s

+%CV~.g)1f21, the EGE Lab and EQA Organizers Working Group concepts become
similar. Examples of analytical quality specifications based on biological variations
are listed and an application on external quality control is illustrated for plasma
creatinine.
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Introduction
A number of proposals for analytical quality specifi
cations based on biological variation have been
presented. One of those most widely cited and used,
the model of Cotlove et al.,I is based on biological
within-subject variation; others are based on total
biological (population-based, i.e. within-subject plus
between-subject, sometimes called 'group') variation.
Furthermore, certain of the quality specifications
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relate to analytical imprecision only, whereas others
combine analytical imprecision and bias according to
different models. The concept of Gowans et aI.2 speci
fies the relationship between the maximum combina
tion of analytical bias and imprecision for laboratories
sharing common reference intervals within a defined
geographical area.

Two European working groups under the auspices
of European Group for the Evaluation of Reagents
and Analytical Systems in Laboratory Medicine (EGE
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Lab) 3 and EQA Organizers" have combined the
concept of Cotlove et aI.1 for imprecision with the
model of Gowans et aI. 2 for maximum allowable bias
in, for example, their recommendations for desirable
analytical quality specifications to be used in
external quality assessment (EQA).5 Analytical
quality specifications were generated from a combi
nation of an imprecision goal of O/OCVA ~ 0·5 x %CVw-s
and a bias goal of B~0·25x(OA)CV?v.s+(x)cVL)1/2

(where %CV is percentage coefficient of variation, 'A'
denotes analytical, 'W-S' denotes within-subject, B is
bias and 'B-S' denotes between-subject) by the EGE Lab
Working Group 3 and a more complicated relationship
between the same specifications in the EQA Organizers
Working Group." The relationships between impreci
sion and bias, however, were not clarified in detail.
Further, Fraser et aI. 6 added a three-level proposal to
strategies for setting specifications for analytical
quality with the same two formulae, as expressed
with the values of a and b related to the factors
in the general formulae %CVA ~ a x %CVws and
B~ b x (%CV?v_s+%CV~_s) 1/

2, where a and bare,
respectively, O·25 and 0·125 for optimum quality, O' 5
and D·25 for desirable quality (as above) and O' 75 and
O' 375 for minimum quality.

Since there is an ever-expanding demand for a
combination of imprecision and bias as one single
'total error' (TE) specification, Fraser and Hyltoft
Petersen 7 defined this total error (TEA) by combining
imprecision and bias according to the principle
of Westgard et aI. s {TEA~I±[1'65x(0'5x%CVw_s)

+0.25 x (%CV?v_s+%CV~_s)1/211}, where 1·65 is the
z-value corresponding to a 95% confidence one-tailed
probability. This formula was intended to make the
combination easy to handle, but may have introduced
more problems than solutions compared with the
Westgard total error concept," as the combination of
the specifications for bias and imprecision to total
error is fixed when the z-value is decided. whereas a
total error can be divided into a great number of
combinations of bias, imprecision and z-values.
Consequently, the purpose of this overview is an
attempt to clarify the relationships between the
different assumptions and models that are possible for
the generation of analytical quality specifications
based on components of biological variation and to
elucidate their relationships to the total error concept.

Basic considerations
Analytical quality specifications have been specified
separately for imprecision I and bias" and for combi
nations of these, H.6 as well as for total error." The first
proposals were developed solely for specifications of
imprecision based on variance models simply by
defining a fraction of the biological standard deviation,
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usually within-subject variation. Models followed for
analytical quality specifications combining the sepa
rate terms of imprecision and bias in allowable
combined errors according to more complicated
models. Models for control of analytical quality were
introduced some 30 years ago both for imprecision
and bias separately and for total error. defined as
TE = B+z x s, where s is the stable (inherent) impreci
sion.'! This latter model was then used for maximum
allowable total error," for which the derived analytical
quality specifications for maximum allowable impre
cision and bias were used in the formula. It is impor
tant to understand that the analytical quality
specifications are based on the effect of analytical
error on clinical decision-making. whereas total error
is a combination of imprecision and bias for the
purpose of. for example. EQA. l1

Different theories and combinations of
specifications
Quality specification for analytical precision
The model of Cotlove et aI. 1 was based on the idea that
the effect of analytical imprecision should not signifi
cantly affect monitoring of healthy individuals (and
patients). This desirable low impact of imprecision
can be obtained when %CVA~ 0·5 x %CVw-s- as the
combined (total) %CV would not increase by more
than 12% compared with the pure biological %CVw_s:
in other words. the clinical 'signal' would not be much
confounded by the analytical 'noise'.

Quality specifications for analytical bias
Gowans et aI. 2 based their approach on the guidelines
promulgated by the Expert Panel on Theory of
Reference Values of the International Federation for
Clinical Chemistry (lFCC).1O that a minimum sample
size of 120 reference subjects should be used for
estimation of a reference interval and that the
90% confidence interval around each reference limit
is approximately O'25 x (%CV?v_s+%CV~_s) 1/2• The
idea of Gowans et aI.2 was that it would be advant
ageous for the transfer of test result data between
different geographical centres to have common refer
ence intervals. This could be achieved by using much
larger sample sizes than 120. as these have negligible
confidence intervals. for establishing the common
reference intervals. and then using the 90% confi
dence interval allowed by the guidelines of the
IFCC (see above) as a quality specification for all
laboratories using the common reference intervals,
The formula for the inter-relation between impreci
sion and bias is then B=(1'96+0'25)x(%CV?v_s
+%CVfi_s)1/2 -1,96 x (%CV?v_s+%CV~_s+%CV2A)1/2, the
second component of this formula representing the
dispersion of the population-based reference interval.
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This combination of Band 'X.CVA (both as variables for
the purpose) is illustrated in Fig. 1. with bias (positive
as well as negative) as abscissa and imprecision as
ordinate. This figure illustrates the limits for
maximum combination of imprecision and bias
according to the maximum limit for a reference limit
plus the limit of the 90% confidence interval. The plot
is symmetrical since a gaussian curve is symmetrical.
Combined errors inside the area bound by the lines are
acceptable, whereas combined errors outside the area
bound by the lines are unacceptable for the purpose of
sharing common reference intervals. It should be
recognized that these would be as good as if each
laboratory established its own reference interval
according to IFCC guidelines. The figure presented
here is different to that originally published- because
that showed only the numerical bias. Moreover, the
axes were reversed. However, this type of figure has
been used previously: for example. in the Nordic
project on plasma proteins, such a figure was used for
validation of laboratories in EQA.12

The EGE Lab Working Group quality specifications
In the EGE Lab Working Group recommendations, 3

maximum allowable imprecision was defined exactly

The European EQA Organizers Working Group
concept
The European EQA Organizers Working Group
concept" is rather more complex. since both within
subject and group biological variation are combined.
In retrospect, we now know that the figures in the
original paper were not completely correct: they
should have been drawn combining Figs 1 and 2 here,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figure, imprecision and
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bias combined (from Fig. 1) are illustrated with the
imprecision line from Fig. 2. The quality specification
for imprecision is now delineated by the horizontal
line. This concept is not as simple as the EGE Lab
Working Group concept." but it combines the basic
models for setting quality specifications in a logical
way according to the intentions of the EQA Organizers
Working Group.

The three-level model
This models defines three levels ofquality specification
for precision (%CVA::;;; a x %CVw-s) and for bias
(B::;;; bx (%CV~_s+%CVL). where a and b are. respec
tively. 0'25 and 0·125 for optimum quality. 0·5 and
o· 25 for desirable quality and O·75 and O·375 for mini
mum quality. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. in which
each of the three quality specifications have the same
shape as that drawn in Fig. 3. but are now represented
as three different curves for the concept of sharing
common reference intervals. cut by the correspond
ing limits for imprecision according to the monitoring
concept (a x %CVw-s). In Fig. 4a. %CVw-s is arbi
trarily set equal to O'7 X (%CV~_s+%CViLs)I/2. as
an example. corresponding to 0·75 x %CVw_s•
0·5 x %CVw_s and 0·25 x °!t,CVw_s. which correspond
to O'525. O'35 and 0·175 times (%CV~_s+%CVL)I/2.

respectively. In Fig. 4b the factor is set to 0·3.
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Relations to the total error concept
In the formula TE::;;; I± [1' 65 x (0' 5 x %CVw-s)
+0·25 x (%CV~_s+%CVL)I/2]1. a concept has been
used ' with %CVw_s and (%CV~_s+%CV~_S)I/2 as
constants that can be readily derived from published
data on biological variation. 13 Thus.TB is constant for a
certain quantity. except for the z-score used (here
1,65) defining the probability (here 5%). for which
errors will exceed the value of TE when imprecision
and bias are both at their maximum. as described for
difference plots by Hyltoft Petersen et al.14 When this
TE is defined as a constant and used in some EQA
schemes," it may be used for defining other combina
tions of allowable imprecision and bias within this
value.

When TE is broken down into its components
using the formula used by Westgard et a!..8 the
two variables can be combined according to the
formula TE x a = B+z x RE x s, where s is the stable
(inherent) imprecision and RE is the error increasing
the real imprecision: for example. if RE=2. then
the actual imprecision is twice the stable
imprecision. Thus. when TE and s are constant. the
formula TE=B+z x RE x s describes the linear rela
tionship between TE and RE. In formulae used by
Westgard et al.•8 B is often substituted by the term
systematic error.

Table 1. Some data on biological variation", %CVw-s. %CVs-s and analytical quality specifications based on biology""

Component %CVw_s O/OCVs.s Allowable O/OCVA Allowable bias (0/0)

Metabolites
Plasma creatinine 4 13 2 4
Plasma uric acid 9 17 5 5
Plasma urea 12 18 6 5

Electrolytes
Plasma calcium 2 3 1 1
Plasma sodium 1 1 1 1
Plasma magnesium 4 6 2 2
Plasma potassium 5 6 2 2

Enzymes
Plasma alkaline phosphatase 6 25 3 6
Plasma lactate dehydrogenase 7 15 4 4
Plasma creatine kinase 23 40 12 12

Haematology
Blood haemoglobin 3 7 4 2
Blood leucocytes 11 20 6 6
Blood thrombocytes 9 22 5 6

Urine components
Urinary albumin (morning) 36 55 18 16
Urinary creatinine 24 25 12 9

"From http://www.westgard.com/biodatabase/htm, http://www.westgard.com/guest21.htm and ref. 12.
""According to EGE Lab recornmendanons.' %CVw-s =within-subject percentage coefficient of variation; %CVB•S=between-subject percentage
coefficient ofvariation; %CVA=analytical percentage coefficient ofvariation.
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Examples of analytical quality
specifications
Table 1 lists a number of biological %CVs, together
with the calculated allowable %CVA and allowable bias
(%). It is clear from the table that the electrolytes are
physiologically well regulated with accordingly low
%CVvalues and, thereby, analytical quality specifica
tions, whereas urinary components are Widely vari
able, with corresponding high %CVvalues. It can also
be seen that %CVw-s is generally about half the value of
%CVB-S or less.

Plasma creatinine is used as an example to trans
late the theoretical figures into control data to
validate the control result. For the control material.
the target value for creatinine is 125 Jlmol/L. Thus
the calculations from %CVvalues (see Table 1) are 4%
of 125 Jlmol/L =5 Jlmol/L and (42+ 132) 1! 2 Jlmol/L =
17 Jlmol/L. The quality specifications according to the
three-level model are shown in Fig. 5. together with
the result of ten replicates of the control with a mean
of 129· 7 Jlmol/L (bias =+47 Jlmol/L) and a standard
deviation of 3· 5 Jlmol/L. The combined bias and
imprecision are shown in Fig. 5 with 95% confidence
intervals.

Discussion
It is well known that there are different models for the
generation of analytical quality specifications, as
demonstrated by the report from a conference in
Stockholm in 1999 on 'Strategies to Set Global
Analytical Quality Specifications in Laboratory
Medlclne'J? Here, the highest level in a hierarchical
structure is the evaluation of analytical quality speci
fications based on clinical strategies/outcome,
followed by analytical quality specifications based on
biology. The specifications based on clinical situations
are different according to the purpose, but, even when
these specifications are based on biology, different

models are available and may be combined according
to varying assumptions, as demonstrated in this
article. The main recommendations, however, agree
on the combination of the concepts of Cotlove et aI.1 for
imprecision and of Gowans et aI.2 for bias, but with
small differences in application. as is clearly seen from
Figs 2 and 3. The results of combining these concepts
are easy to follow from Fig.T, in which only the idea of
sharing common reference intervals is investigated
and no specific assumptions in relation to monitoring
are applied. In the EGE Lab Working Group concept,"
the combination of monitoring with the common
reference interval concept is clearly simplified,
resulting in a rectangular shape (Fig. 2), where the
bias specifications are identical in Figs 1 and 2 for
imprecision equal to zero. In Fig. 3 (the European EQA
Organizers Working Group conceptt) the area from
Fig. 1 is cut by the horizontal 'monitoring' line from
Fig. 2, reducing the imprecision specification of the
Gowans et aI.2 concept to the Cotlove et aI.1 specifica
tion. As shown for the three-level quality specifica
tion 5 concept in Fig. 4, the specifications are highly
dependent on the magnitude of the within-subject
biological variation as a fraction of the group biolo
gical variation. In Fig. 4a, the within- and between
variations are of the same magnitude, as can be seen,
for example, for the within- and between-coefficients
for plasma sodium and potasslum.P

In Fig. 4b the within-subject variation is about
one-third that of the total. as exemplified for serum
creatlnlne.l! It is evident that, when within-subject
biological variation is small compared to the total (and
between as well), then the plot (Fig. 4b) gets closer to
the EGE Lab Working Group concept 3 (Fig. 2). Like
wise, when the within-subject biological variation
approaches the population-based variation, the EQA
Organizers Working Group concept (Fig. 4a) gets
closer to the Gowans et al. concept- (see Fig. 1).

One of the advantages of the biological approach to
defining analytical quality specifications is that data

Figure 5. Illustration of the concept in external
control of plasma creatinine with %CVw-s= 4 and
%CVs_s= 13 (%CVtotal= 14) (where %CV=percen
percentage coefficient of variation, W-S denotes
Within-subject, 8-S denotes between-subject). For a
control sample with a target value of 125pmo11L.
these variables correspond to standard deviations of
5pmoilL and 16pmoilL (Stotal = 17pmollL), respec
tively. The three levels of quality are shown, together
with the result of ten replicates of the control with a
mean of 129·7pmollL (bias+4' 7pmollL) and standard

8-0 deviation of 3·5pmollL. The combined bias and
imprecision is shown with 95% confidence intervals.
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are available from the literature'! and easily applic
able to the model. as seen in Table 1 and illustrated
for external control of creatinine in Fig. 5 with a
direct validation according to the analytical quality
specifications.

The effects of analytical bias and imprecision
are fundamentally different. as bias relates to the
calculated mean (of a considerable number of
replicates) minus a true value, whereas imprecision
is a measure of random error, expressed as a
standard deviation or coefficient of variation. In
principle, a bias can be corrected when a reference
method or reference preparation is available,
whereas the random error cannot be corrected:
although, by measuring in replicate and calculating
the mean value, the variation of this mean can be
reduced. Some external control strategies include
replicate measurements and thus are able to give
estimates of both bias and imprecision: the model
for validation of control data in an external survey
illustrated in Fig. 5 has been used for plasma
proteins." In control schemes (e.g. proficiency
testing) in which only single measurements are
performed, the concept of total error is applied. Use
of total error is often used in quality management
systems describing a maximum error for single
determinations of quality control materials based
on known and previously defined acceptance
limits for imprecision and bias. The formula TE< ±
[1'65 x (0,5 x %CVw_s)+0'25 x (%CV2w_s+%CV~_s)112] for
total error, based on the biological variation data and
the EGE Lab Working Group concept 3 with °AlCVw-s
and (%CV~_s+(XICV~_S)1/2, as constants is an attempt
to define total error based on biology.7 The splitting
of TE into bias (or SE) and RE (increased imprecision)
is another use of the linear function of TE=
B+z x REx s. The total error approach, however,
honours the use of the test results in various medical
situations, whereas the biological variation approach
provides an independent framework of well-defined
analytical quality regardless of the medical situation
in which the test result is applied.

Conclusion
This overview illustrates the well-documented but
often not appreciated fact that varying assumptions
and different models will yield different results. What
the figures clearly show is that it is possible to obtain a
rough impression of how serious a specific assumption
or model will influence the results compared with
other assumptions and models.

It is hoped that this overview will be helpful in the
interpretation of our own as well as published data
within the field of analytical quality specifications
based on biology.
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